
Flightwidgets LLC warranty 
 
 
To return a starter to Flightwidgets simply ship your starter and email your tracking # to: 
 
Flightwidgets LLC 
3803 Hemlock Ct 
Rockford, IL 61107 
warranty@flightwidgets.com 
 

WARRANTY DETAILS 
Effective 1 Jan 2020 

 
What is covered:  
 

 Rebuilt starters sold by Flightwidgets LLC will be warranted against defects for a period of 36 months from date 
of sale. 

 Used certified starters sold by Flightwidgets LLC will be warranted against defects for a period of 12 months 
from date of sale 

 Or starters that are purchased with LIFETIME warranty will continue coverage for the original owner as long as 
the starter is returned every 24 months for refurbishment. 

 
What is not covered: 
 

 Starters determined to have failed by excessive cranking time (duty cycle). 

 Labor or any other expense incurred to remove or replace the starter on the engine. 

 Any additional expense(s) including, inconvenience, transportation or loss of business due to any starter failure. 

 Damage to any other engine or aircraft component(s) 

 Additional costs borne by purchases from any third party, agent or entity. 

 Starters containing any foreign substance or debris including motor oil, cleaning agents or foreign particles not 
found in the starter’s normal composition (physical evidence: presence of substance within starter) 

 Damages resulting from a starter being used in any improper application or improper installation of the starter 
or any ancillary equipment or component associated with the starter. 

 Starters serviced in the field by removing or replacing any components. 

 Starters damaged by impact, shock, excessive shaking or other physical abuse (physical evidence of dents to 
starter components, loose or stripped bolts, screws, terminals and bent components not caused by defects in 
components or workmanship) 

 Starters determined to have failed by a counter-rotational force (kickback) 

 Starters determined to have failed by application of voltage in excess of that specified on the starter decal. 

 Starters that show evidence of tampering. 

 Installing our starters onto certified engines or certified aircraft. 
 
Duration:  Starters repaired under warranty will continue under warranty for 12 months or the duration of the original 
warranty period whichever is greater. 
 
 
 
Flightwidgets LLC is not the OEM and therefore makes no warranty as to suitability of the products for the intended 
application. Starters sold by Flightwidgets are not approved PMA parts and shall not be installed on any aircraft or 
engine that is certified by the FAA.  Doing so voids this warranty. 
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